EN SUITE - BIRTHING, 7m²

FLVY-009
FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, wet area, non-slip

FLSK-010
SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished

FQCW-016
BIN: waste, general, 20L

FQCW-037
BIN: waste, sanitary

FQGE-011
CURTAIN: shower

HYBA-002
BASIN: ensuite, with hand basin, sink, handwash, shower, oxygen (O₂), wall mounted

MGFP-004
FLOWMETER: oxygen

MGAS-033
STOOL: birthing

MMMA-013
STOOL: birthing

HYDR-004
TANK: water, storage

FIBR-006
RAIL: towel

FIRT-003
TRACK: curtain, shower, 90 deg

FIRT-016
BASEMENT: toilet

FIDI-025
PAINT: bathroom

FIDI-030
PAINT: bathroom

HYTP-020
TAP: water, handwash

HYTP-039
TAP: water, handwash

FQCW-037
CURTAIN: shower

FIRT-006
CURTAIN: shower

HYTP-020
TAP: water, handwash

HYTP-039
TAP: water, handwash

WLWA-019
WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height

ECPL-208
CEILING: plasterboard, water resistant, flush set, suspended, paint, washable

ELBO-015
SWITCH: light, single

ELPR-001
BODY PROTECTED ELECTRICAL AREA

ELGP-208
GPO: double, wall mounted

FIHR-026
DOOR PROTECTION: protection plate to 900 AF FL

ITCL-008
INTERCOM: intercom

ITCL-006
INTERCOM: intercom

CLFS-009
SHELVING: toilet, wall mounted

EDGR-026
SHELVING: toilet, wall mounted

CLFS-009
SHELVING: toilet, wall mounted
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